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TOBAM launched its first Anti-Benchmark® equity strategy in 2006, applied the Maximum Diversification® approach to 
fixed income in 2014 and then expanded the offering of the firm again with the application of TOBAM’s patented 
investment process in a multi-asset context. This required specific research on the different issues that arise from 
quantitative cross-asset allocation, which ultimately lead TOBAM to offer investors the Anti-Benchmark® Multi-Asset 
strategy. 
 
Traditionally, with regards to cross-asset allocation, the critical question lies around the percentage allocated to equity. 
Given, that in the past, equity markets have demonstrated higher returns and higher volatility than fixed income markets, 
the decision of equity allocation will dominate both risk and return, in a simple binary way – either equity did well, or it 
didn’t. This explains why multi-asset allocation is usually evaluated by risk-adjusted returns, the Sharpe ratio being one 
of these measures.  
 
One of the properties of the Most Diversified Portfolio® is the maximization of the Sharpe ratio whenever risk is equally 
rewarded across all assets - though this hypothesis is not needed to deliver superior returns vs. market cap-weighted 
portfolios. 
 
In this dashboard, we will look into this assumption and empirically verify that risk is equally rewarded across all assets, 
and thus deduce that maximizing diversification is a logical portfolio construction technique for cross-asset 
investments. 

To be or not to be predictable? About Sharpe Ratios hierarchy, 

cross-asset allocation and Maximum Diversification®  

Liquid, easily substituted, investments should, by arbitrage, yield the same return for each unit of 
risk invested in. While different asset classes are exposed to different types of risk (economic 

growth, financial stress, inflation, etc.), investors, by rebalancing their portfolios, are expected to 

apply the law of one price1 across markets. In layman’s terms investors are deemed to be rational 
investors and will invest in the asset which contributes the highest return for the same level of risk. 

 

 
The Most Diversified Portfolio® is known to be mean-variance efficient under the “weakest 

assumption” ex-ante, i.e. the absence of an ability to predict risk-adjusted returns, in other words, 

precisely when expected risk-adjusted returns are equal across all assets of the universe 

(Choueifaty et al., 2013). Figure 1 illustrates the exact mechanism of this optimality. 

 

Figure 1: Optimality of the Most Diversified Portfolio® 

 

 
Source: TOBAM. The capital market line developed by Markovitz in the CAPM theory, represents portfolios that optimally combine risk 
and return. It reflects the expected return of a portfolio consisting of all possible proportions between the market portfolio and a risk-
free asset. The market portfolio is completely diversified, carries only systematic risk and its expected return is equal to the expected 
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market return as a whole. Portfolios that fall on the capital market line (CML), in theory, optimize the risk/return relationship, thereby 
maximizing performance. 

 
 

For the mean-variance efficiency property of the Most Diversified Portfolio® to hold in a multi-asset 

context, where discrepancies between asset classes risk are frequent, the risk-adjusted return 
must be homogenous across asset classes as well as within asset classes.  

 

In the first section of this dashboard, we analyse empirical results at the asset class level to 

confirm that this assumption of homogeneous risk/return profile across asset classes is not 

rejected by empirical analysis. In the second section, we continue our investigation by looking at 
the empirical behaviours within and between asset classes at the security level.  

1. Sharpe ratios between asset classes 

 

This first section will look into the hierarchy of Sharpe ratios at the asset class level, with the aim 

to see whether the long-term asset returns can be used to draw conclusions on relative risk-

adjusted returns. We draw here on a prolific body of research and, since this is not the focus of 

TOBAM’s philosophy, will keep this section brief. 

 
This topic has been investigated in academic and practitioner’s literature. For instance, Figure 2 

below from Partridge and Croce, 2012, plots Sharpe ratios between asset classes over the long 

term, from 1958 to 2011: 
 
 

Figure 2: Sharpe Ratios across asset classes - 1958 – 2011 

 

 

Source: Risk Parity for the Long Run (2012 – Partridge & Croce) 

The Sharpe ratios shown here are very close, and can be considered as equal given the margins 
of error associated with long run estimates. There has been extensive research showing that long-

run behaviour of equities and bonds is difficult to quantify with precision and that statistics pose 

numerous economic questions, see for instance Mehra–Prescott (1984), Pastor and Stambaugh 
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(2012) or Weil (1989). In particular, expected returns are particularly sensitive to the chosen 
assumptions, with an equity premium varying from 4% to 8% depending on the articles.  

 

Given these limitations, looking at the hierarchy of Sharpe ratios at asset class levels still gives a 
first approximation on the subject of risk/return. The relevant information for constructing the MDP® 

however, are statistics on the remuneration of risk at the security level that we will show next. 

2. Risk-adjusted returns for individual bonds and stocks 

  

Section 2 of this dashboard looks into the risk/reward profile at the single asset level to determine 
if the assumption that risk is equally rewarded across all assets is supported, or at least not 

rejected, by empirical analysis. 

 
Over a 20-year sample, we computed the risk-adjusted returns for the stocks in the MSCI, and 

the corporate bonds in the BofA ML Corporate US index (Figure 3). We use box plots to sum up 

the distribution of the Sharpe ratios. The outer edges of each box are the first and third quartiles 

of the distribution while the median is the straight line bisecting the box. The outside dotted lines 

go up to 3 standard deviations, comprising of 98% of the distribution.  

 
Over that period (from 1998 to 2019), notably with the global finance crisis included, Sharpe ratios 

have been relatively low (below 0.5 on average). 

 
Figure 3: Sharpe ratios for bonds and equities (1998 to 2019) 

  
Source: TOBAM, Bloomberg. Calculations from January 1998 to February 2019 

 

Over the whole period, the median stock Sharpe ratio has been approximately 0.3, while for bonds 

the median Sharpe ratio has been 0.45. At first glance, the difference seems a little larger than 
the small one observed at the asset class level in the long run in the previous section.  

 

The question when building a portfolio, however, is whether the differences observed in the past 

are stable and somehow an indicator of what will happen in the future.  

 

We will proceed in two steps to verify this: 
 

 First, we split the universe into two equal periods, from 1998 to 2008, and from 2008 to 

2019 and observe if any pattern observed in the first period (Figure 4), remains relevant 
in the second period (Figure 5). 
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Sharpe ratios for bonds and equities  

Figure 4: From 1998 to 2008    Figure 5: From 2008 to 2019 

 

   
Source: TOBAM, Bloomberg. Calculations from January 1998 to February 2019 

 

These two charts show that the difference is not consistent from one period to another. Over the 

ten years preceding the global financial crisis, equity Sharpe ratios exceeded bonds’, while this 

relationship was reversed over the next ten years, which included quantitative easing and near 

zero interest rates. 

 

 Second, we verify the stability of Sharpe ratios hierarchy between bonds and equity by 
looking at sub-periods of 3 years, and the share of individual stocks that over-perform 

individual corporate bonds over each identical 3-year sub-period. The reason for looking 

at 3-year period, is to match common practices in the fund industry when calculating 
Sharpe ratios.  We split the sample into non-overlapping 3-year periods to perform 

individual comparisons. 

 
Figure 6: Comparison of individual stocks and corporate bonds’ Sharpe ratios on non-overlapping 3-

year periods 

 

Source: TOBAM and Bloomberg. Data calculations from January 1998 to February 2019. 

Average stock has a higher Sharpe 

ratio than average bond 

Average bond has a better 

Sharpe ratio than average stock 
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The results are unstable: there is no persistent over or under-performance, of one asset class 
over another when examining the Sharpe ratios at the security level. In particular, the pattern 

doesn’t seem to be predictable, and it would be difficult to make informed bets as to whether a 

bond or a stock will yield a better risk-adjusted return in the future. 

3. Consequences for the Most Diversified Portfolio® 

Though, in the long run, the Sharpe ratios across asset classes are comparable, they are less so 

over shorter investment cycles, when looking at individual stocks and bonds. It is still not possible, 

however, to predict for which assets the risk will be best remunerated in advance: the hierarchy 

of Sharpe ratio remains unknown in advance (ex-ante), and the Sharpe ratios largely overlap both 
within and across asset classes.  

 

TOBAM’s investment process involves maximizing diversification from a 100% bottom up 
perspective, and is agnostic as to macro-economic scenarios or future returns. In the absence of 

the capability to determine which asset class will outperform in a given period (as demonstrated 

empirically in section 1 and 2), we believe that the Maximum Diversification® approach is 

particularly well suited to a multi asset construction process. Indeed, the Most Diversified 

Portfolio® is the one which, given the uncertainty, maximizes the Sharpe ratio. This methodology 

has been applied to the Anti-Benchmark Multi-Asset strategy since its launch in December 2016. 
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For more information 
TOBAM is an asset management company offering innovative investment 

capabilities designed to increase diversification. Its mission is to provide 

rational and professional solutions to long term investors in the context of 

efficient markets. 

 

The Maximum Diversification® approach, TOBAM’s flagship investment 

process founded in 2006, is supported by original, patented research and 

a mathematical definition of diversification and provides clients with 

diversified core exposure, in both the equity and fixed income markets.  

 
In line with its mission statement and commitment to diversification, 

TOBAM also launched a separate activity on cryptocurrencies in 2017. 

 

TOBAM currently manages US$10 billion (at March 29, 2019). TOBAM’s 

team is composed of 53 professionals. 

 
 

Contacts 
 

Paris               New York 
49-53, Avenue des Champs-Elysées                 Dublin 

75008 Paris               Hong Kong  

France 

  

 

Client Service 
clientservice@tobam.fr 

www.tobam.fr 
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Disclaimer 
 
This document is confidential and is intended only for the recipient. It is for Professional Investors Only.  

 
This document is not an offer for sale of funds to US persons (as such term is used in Regulation S promulgated under the 1933 Act). 

This material is provided for information purposes only and does not constitute a recommendation, solicitation, offer, advice or 

invitation to enter in any transaction and should in no case be interpreted as such. The information provided relates to strategies 

managed by TOBAM, a French investment adviser registered with the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) under the 

U.S. Investment Advisers Act of 1940 and the Autorité des Marchés Financiers (AMF) and having its head office located at 49-53 

avenue des Champs Elysées, 75008 Paris, France. TOBAM’s Form ADV is available free of charge upon request. In Canada, TOBAM 

is acting under the assumed name “Tobam SAS Inc.” in Alberta and “TOBAM Société par Actions Simplifiée” in Québec. 

 

Investment involves risk, past performance is not indicative of future results, investors could lose of their investment. All investors 

should seek the advice of their financial advisor prior to any investment decision in order to determine its suitability.  

 

Past performance and simulations based on back tests are not reliable indicators of future performance, forecast or prediction. Back 

tested data may reflect the application of the strategy methodology to historical data, and thus the strategies were constructed with 

the benefit of hindsight and has inherent limitations. TOBAM has continued and will continue its research efforts amending the 

investment process from time to time accordingly. TOBAM reserves the right of revision or change without notice, of the universe, 
data, models, strategy and opinions.  

The constraints and fees applicable to an actual portfolio would affect the results achieved. The value and the income produced by a 

strategy may be adversely affected by exchange rates, interest rates, or other factors. This material, including back tests, is based 

on sources that TOBAM considers to be reliable as of the date shown, but TOBAM does not warrant the completeness or accuracy 

of any data, information, opinions or results.  

 

The carbon impact shown is the weighted average of carbon emissions corresponding to scopes 1 and 2 of the GHG Protocol. Data 

on emissions used is obtained from a number of sources including company reports, CDP questionnaire (Carbon Disclosure Project) 

or the estimation model. The data does not take into account all emissions induced by the firm. 

 

TOBAM’s quantitative investment process is supported by extensive proprietary computer code. TOBAM’s researchers, software 

developers, and IT teams follow a structured design, development, testing, change control, and review processes during the 

development of its systems and the implementation within our investment process. These controls and their effectiveness are subject 

to regular internal reviews.  However, despite these extensive controls it is possible that errors may occur in coding and within the 

investment process, as is the case with any complex software or data-driven model, and no guarantee or warranty can be provided 
that any quantitative investment model is completely free of errors. Any such errors could have a negative impact on investment 

results. We have in place control systems and processes which are intended to identify in a timely manner any such errors which 

would have a material impact on the investment process. 

 

TOBAM accepts no liability whatsoever, whether direct or indirect, that may arise from the use of information contained in this material. 

This document and the information herein shall not be reproduced, modified, translated or distributed without the express written 

permission of TOBAM or TOBAM NORTH AMERICA and to the extent that it is passed on, care must be taken to ensure that any 

reproduction is in a form which accurately reflects the information presented here. 
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